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Categories|Contact Us|Terms of ServiceThe present invention relates to a manually controlled steering
mechanism for vehicles which are steered by means of a steering wheel located in a steering wheel housing. The
steering mechanism is especially suitable for manually guided wheelchairs. Manually controlled steering
mechanisms for vehicles are already known in a wide variety of embodiments. The function of steering a vehicle
with such a steering mechanism generally consists of turning the steerable wheels of the vehicle in the required
direction by means of the steering wheel in dependence upon the turning of the vehicle in the desired direction
which is determined by the steering angle. In particular, a manually controlled steering mechanism is preferably
used for the steering of wheelchairs since the known steering wheel structures are too large for the physically
disabled and particularly for the elderly to operate in a comfortable manner. A manually controlled steering
mechanism for wheelchairs which permits a more comfortable wheelchair operation with less force is described
in the above-mentioned publication No. DE 33 18 902 C1. This publication describes a manually controlled
steering mechanism in which the steering wheel is coupled with a control box via a mechanical coupling. This
coupling allows the wheelchair to be moved by the operator in the desired direction and also permits a return
movement of the wheelchair under certain circumstances. In addition, the control box serves as a reversing brake
and as a locking brake. The reversing brake is intended to prevent a return movement of the wheelchair under
certain circumstances, especially under certain operating conditions when the wheelchair may unintentionally
roll backward. In the event of a failure of the coupling the control box is supposed to automatically lock the
steerable wheels of the wheelchair. According to the manually controlled steering mechanism described in the
above-mentioned publication, the two wheels located opposite one another on a side of the vehicle are driven by
electric motors and are coupled with a planetary gear mechanism to form a direct drive. A planetary gear
mechanism has the disadvantage that it must be equipped with high-precision gears in order to achieve a good
gear mesh. As a result, the known steering mechanism is complicated and expensive. In addition, the rear wheel
of the wheelchair must be turned about a greater radius than the front wheel
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